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<td>ACRACIA [Lérida].</td>
<td>[Interview] De una conversación con Emma Goldman [From a conversation with Emma Goldman. In Spanish], Sept. 24, 1936.</td>
<td>Reel 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
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<td>Reel 53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[For the liberation of the Russian anarchists. In Italian] Per la liberazione degli anarchici russi: ai lavoratori del mondo, Oct. 15, 1922. Reel 49

[Against the impending crimes of the Russian and Polish governments. In Italian] Contro un misfatto preparato dal governo russo e polacco, Nov. 30, 1922. Reel 49

[The tragedy of woman's emancipation. In Italian] La tragedia dell'emancipazione femminile, Dec. 6, 1924. Reel 49


[The opinion of comrades. In Italian] L'Opinione dei compagni, July 25, 1936. Reel 53


[Interview] Conversando con Emma Goldman [Talking with Emma Goldman. In Italian], Nov. 13, 1937. Reel 53

[Impressions from Spain. In Italian] Impressioni di Spagna, Nov. 27, 1937. Reel 53


[Interview] Emma Goldman e l'anarchismo spagnolo [Emma Goldman and Spanish anarchism. In Italian], Jan. 15, 1938. Reel 53


[Trotsky protests too much. In Italian] Kronstadt, Trotsky e Trotskisti [Part 2], March 11, 1939. Reel 53

[Trotsky protests too much. In Italian] Kronstadt, Trotsky e Trotskisti [Part 3], March 18, 1939. Reel 53

[Tom Mooney's resurrection. In Italian] Chi ha liberato Mooney? April 1, 1939. Reel 53

[Correspondence: treasury report on Spanish refugees' committee. In Italian] Corrispondenze
Comunicazioni: Resoconto fondo pro' rifugiati di Spagna, Jan. 31, 1940. Reel 53


AFTONBLADET [Stockholm].
[Interview] Anarkisten Goldmann anser att Stalin har förfuskat revolutionen [The anarchist Goldman feels that Stalin has botched the revolution. In Swedish], April 20, 1932. Reel 52

THE AGITATOR [Home, Wash.].
The Mexican Revolution, April 15, 1911. Reel 47

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL.

DIE AKTION.
[Cult of personality and power. Dear Pfemfert! In German] Bonzenkult und Leistung. Lieber Pfemfert! Jan. 21, 1922. Reel 49

ALBANY EVENING NEWS.
[Interview] Emma Goldman in Albany, Wars On, April 18, 1934. Reel 52

ALBANY TIMES-UNION.
[Interview] Emma Goldman to Lecture at Institute Tonight, April 18, 1934. Reel 52

DER ANARCHIST [New York].
Eingesandt, July 30, 1892. Reel 47

[Attention! Comrades and Friends! In German] Aufruf! Genossen und Freunde! Aug. 13, 1892. Reel 47

ANARKHICHESKII VESTNIK [Berlin].
[Lozovsky lets the cat out of the bag. In Russian] Lozovskii pripodimayet zavecua, May 1924. Reel 49

ARBEIDERBLADET [Oslo].
[Interview] Emma Goldman i Oslo [Emma Goldman in Oslo. In Norwegian], April 16, 1932. Reel 52
[Summary of Lecture] En anarkists erindringer [Memories of an anarchist. In Norwegian], April 17, 1932. Reel 52

**ARBEITER FREUND** [London].
[To the anarchists and syndicalists of the whole world. In Yiddish] Zu der Anarchisten un Sindicalisten fun der Ganzer Velt! [July 1930?]. Reel 52

**ARBETAREN** [Stockholm].
[Interview] Den ryska revolutionen belyses av ryska revolutionärer [The Russian revolution illuminated by Russian revolutionaries. In Swedish], Jan. 7, 1922. Reel 49


[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman om "rättvisan" i dollarlandet [Emma Goldman on "justice" in the land of the dollar. In Swedish], April 21, 1932. Reel 52


**ARBETER FRAYNT ZAMLBUKH** [Paris].

**DER ARME KONRAD** [Berlin].

[Letters from a tour in America. In German] Reisebriefe aus Amerika [Part 2], March 5, 1898. Reel 47


[Letters from a tour in America. In German] Reisebriefe aus Amerika [Part 5], April 2, 1898. Reel 47

**AVANTI** [Rome].

**BALTIMORE CRITIC.**
[Excerpt from Lecture] An Eloquent Woman, Oct. 25, 1890. Reel 47
BEILAGE ZU NEUES LEBEN.

[Anarchy and anarchists. In German] Die Anarchie and die Anarchisten, Nov. 9, 1901.

BERLINGSKE TIDENE [Copenhagen].
Kendt kvindelig Revolutionær paa Besøg [Well-known revolutionary woman on a visit. In Danish, April 12? 1932, advertisement].

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman om Amerika [Emma Goldman on America. In Danish, April 12, 1932].
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Down with the Anarchists! Aug. 15, 1916.
Birthday Greetings, Jan. 15, 1917.
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"Which Flag, Madrid or Moscow," Dec. 1, 1936.


[Durruti is dead, yet living. In Spanish] "Durruti Ha Muerto," Nov. 27, 1936.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Aus einer Rede unserer Genossin Emma Goldman [From a speech of our comrade Emma Goldman. In German], Sept. 23, 1936.

Whom the Gods Wish to Destroy, They First Strike Mad, Oct. 6, 1936.


BORSEN [Copenhagen].
["Den personlige Friheds Vaern. . ." The society for
the defense of personal freedom... In Danish], April 10, 1932 [advertisement].

*BOSTON GLOBE.*
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman, Anarchist, Sept. 6, 1897. Reel 47

[Interview] Emma Goldman, the Anarchist, Sept. 9, 1897. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Advised Strenuous Measures, Sept. 13, 1897. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman's Address, Jan. 25, 1898. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Speaks in Boston, Feb. 20, 1934. Reel 52

*BOSTON HERALD.*
[Interview] "Red Emma" Here Unrepentant, Feb. 17, 1934. Reel 52

*BOSTON POST.*
[Interview] Emma Goldman Says Peace Only Watchword, Feb. 17, 1934. Reel 52

[Excerpt from Lecture] Unable to Find a Man to Preside, Feb. 20, 1934. Reel 52

BRAND [Stockholm].

[From Russian prisons. In Swedish] I Ryska Fängelser, Jan. 21, 1922. Reel 49

[Workers, save Maria Spiridonova! In Swedish] Arbetare, rädda Maria Spiridonova! April 29, 1922. Reel 49

[Save Maria Spiridonova. In Swedish] Rädda Maria Spiridonova! May 20, 1922. Reel 49

[The situation of children in Russia. In Swedish] Barnens ställning i Ryssland, May 20, 1922. Reel 49

[The situation of children in Russia. In Swedish] Barnens ställning i Ryssland, May 27, 1922. Reel 49

[The trade unions in Russia. In Swedish] Fackföreningarna i Ryssland, June 10, 1922. Reel 49

[To the workers of the world. In Swedish] Till världens arbetare! Sept. 25, 1922. Reel 49

BRIDGEPORT HERALD [Bridgeport, Conn.].

BRISTOL EXPRESS.
[Summary of Lecture] Russia's Heroines [1925?]. Reel 50

BRISTOL LABOUR WEEKLY.
[Summary of Lecture] The Church in Spain, April 10, 1937. Reel 53

BROOKLYN EAGLE.
[Testimony] Emma Goldman on the Stand, Oct. 6, 1893. Reel 47
[Testimony] No Room for Emma Goldman, Oct. 16, 1893. Reel 47
[Summary of Lecture] Apparently Tamed, Aug. 21, 1894. Reel 47

BUFFALO TIMES.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Still Sees Early Dream of Golden Rule Guiding Future of World, April 14, 1934. Reel 52

C.N.T. [Barcelona].
[Interview] Emma Goldman, la luchadora infatigable de las filas del proletario, dice. . . [Goldman, the tireless fighter of the proletariat, says. . . In Spanish], Sept. 20, 1938. Reel 53

C.N.T. [Madrid].
C.N.T.-F.A.I. [Barcelona].
Emma Goldman's First Address to the Spanish Comrades
at a Mass-Meeting Attended by Ten Thousand People,
Sept. 25, 1936. Reel 53

Address at the Mass-Meeting of the Youth of the F.A.I.,
Oct. 1936. Reel 53

[To All My Dear Comrades and Friends. . .],
Oct. 8, 1936. Reel 53

[A letter from Emma Goldman. In Spanish] Una carta de
Emma Goldman, Nov. 1, 1937. Reel 53

CAPITAL TIMES [Madison, Wis.].
Emma Goldman Found U.W. Interested in Social Work,
Nov. 13, 1931. Reel 52

[Interview] Emma Goldman Sees Fertile Field for Anarchy
in U.S., March 27, 1934. Reel 52

CASTILLA LIBRE [Madrid].
[Interview] Medio siglo de agitación revolucionaria--
os ha dicho Emma Goldman. . . [In the middle of
revolutionary agitation--Emma Goldman tells us. . .
In Spanish], Sept. 23, 1937. Reel 67

CATALUNYA.
[Interview] Emma Goldman, vella militant anarquista
Russa, diu. . . [Emma Goldman, long-time Russian
anarchist activist, declares. . . In Catalan],
Sept. 21, 1937. Reel 53

[A letter from Emma Goldman: "Madrid is the wonder of
centuries." In Catalan] Una letra d'Emma Goldman:
"Madrid es el miracle dels segles. . .,"
Nov. 2, 1937. Reel 53

CHALLENGE [New York].
The Lure of the Spanish People, Jan. 7, 1939. Reel 53

CHICAGO DAILY JOURNAL.
[Interview] Emma Goldman, High Priestess of Anarchy,
Sneers Over Crime, March 3, 1908. Reel 47

[Interview] Police Defied by Emma Goldman in Upholding
"Reds," March 6, 1908. Reel 47

[Interview] Goldman to Rap Society, March 7, 1908. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Reds' Leader Flays Police,
March 17, 1908.  Reel 47

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Arrives, Denies She Is Prophet, March 22, 1934.  Reel 52


CHICAGO HERALD-EXAMINER.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Finds U.S. Good Place to Live! March 23, 1934.  Reel 52

[Excerpt from Lecture] A Free Country, After [All?], March 29, 1934.  Reel 52

CHICAGO INTER OCEAN.
"Red" Queen Is Dragged from Stage by Police, March 17, 1908.  Reel 67

[Interview] Emma Goldman Blames Police for Shippy Attack, March 4, 1908.  Reel 67

[Interview] "Reds" Plan Spread of Cult in Chicago, March 7, 1908.  Reel 67

[Interview] Emma Goldman Clashes with Police on Meeting, March 8, 1908.  Reel 47

[Interview] Anarchists to Gather Today at Waldheim, March 9, 1908.  Reel 67

[Interview] Goldman, 60 Police, Dr. Reitman, 1 Dog Figure In Meeting, March 16, 1908.  Reel 67

[Interview] Goldman in Court Fight with Police, March 18, 1908.  Reel 67

CHICAGO TRIBUNE.
[Summary of Lecture] "Reds" in a Calm, Nov. 12, 1897.  Reel 47


[Interview] Emma Goldman in Law's Grasp, Sept 11, 1901.  Reel 47

[Interview] Emma Goldman's Own Story, Sept. 11, 1901.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Police Eyes on Anarchy, Nov. 17, 1902.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Close Doors to Anarchy,
Nov. 24, 1902. [Interview] Emma Goldman Blames Police, March 29, 1908. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Urges Workers to Down Soviets, April 25, 1924. Reel 49


CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. [Excerpt from Lecture] Politics Dominate Address of Emma Goldman in New York, Feb. 12, 1934. Reel 52

CHRONICLE? [Spokane]. [Interview] Aid Young Actors, Aug. 22, 1913. Reel 48

CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER. [Excerpt from Lecture] Defends Acts of Bomb Throwers, May 6, 1901. Reel 47

CLEVELAND PRESS. [Interview] Emma Is Still Anarchist She Says on Visit Here, March 16, 1934. Reel 52


The Decline of Emma: Ex-Anarchist's Capitalist Alliances Exposed, May 1925." Reel 50

CRONACA SOVVERSIVA [Barre, Vt.]. [Emma Goldman to the "Cronaca Sovversiva." In Italian] Emma Goldman alla "Cronaca Sovversiva," June 6, 1903. Reel 47

[For freedom. In Italian] Per la Liberta, Dec. 5, 1903. Reel 47
Free Country! Nov. 10, 1906. Reel 47
Ernest Crosby, March 16, 1907. Reel 47
[What I believe. In Italian] Quello che io credo, Aug. 8, 1908. Reel 47
[The outrage of San Diego. In Italian] Contro la Vandea! June 1, 1912. Reel 47

CRONACA SOVVERSIVA [Turin].

CULTURA PROLETARIA [New York].
[Comrades of the F.A.I. and the C.N.T.! In Spanish] Camaradas de la F.A.I. y de la C.N.T.! Nov. 21, 1936. Reel 53
[Durruti is dead. In Spanish] Durruti Ha Muerto, Jan. 2, 1937. Reel 53

DAGENS NYHEDER [Copenhagen].
[Fru Emma Goldman. Mrs. Emma Goldman. In Danish], April 11, 1932 [advertisement]. Reel 52

DAGENS NYHETER [Stockholm].
[Summary of Lecture] Ljus I Mooney-affären [Light on the Mooney affair. In Swedish], April 21, 1932 [fragment]. Reel 52

DAILY EXPRESS [London].
[Interview] "Red Emma" Comes to London, Nov. 10, 1924. Reel 49
Has My Life Been Worth While? Jan. 30, 1933. Reel 52
DAILY HERALD [London].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman on Russia
[Nov.? 13? 1924?]. Reel 49

DAILY MAIL [London].
[Interview] Miss Goldman and Czolgosz, Sept. 11, 1901. Reel 67

DAILY MERCURY [Northampton].
[Excerpt from Lecture] The Dictatorship in Russia [1925, fragment]. Reel 50

DAILY MIRROR.
[Interview] Emma in N.Y. Sees Red [Feb. 3? 1934]. Reel 52

DAILY NEWS [Denver].
[Interview] Sex Problem Talks Fill Hall to Doors, Says Emma Goldman, April 17, 1912. Reel 47

DAILY NEWS [London].
Our "Communists," June 25, 1925. Reel 50

DAILY NEWS [Washington, D.C.].

DAILY STAR [Trenton, N.J.].
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Vigorously Plays State and Church, Oct. 27, 1913. Reel 48

DEMOCRAT [Johnstown, Pa.].
Emma Goldman Replies, Sept. 30, 1931. Reel 52

THE DEMONSTRATOR [Home, Wash.].
Brief News and Comment, Aug. 21, 1907. Reel 47

DENVER POST.
[Interview] Lynchings Needed in San Diego to Make Public Sane, June 28, 1912. Reel 67

[Excerpt from Lecture] Pulpitless Preacher Creates Scene at Goldman Meeting, April 17, 1912. Reel 47

Suffrage Dealt Blow by Women of Titanic, April 21, 1912. Reel 47

Chantecler Most Talked of Play of Age, as Viewed by F.W.W. and Emma Goldman, April 23, 1912. Reel 47
Nation Seethes in Social Unrest--Goldman, April 26, 1912. Reel 47

Woman Center of Social Storm Which Is Sweeping Us Along, April 28, 1912. Reel 47

Greed of Capital Basis of Social Unrest Today, April 30, 1912. Reel 47

DETROIT EVENING TIMES.
[Interview] Workers Should Seize Industries, Emma Goldman Tells Detroit, March 18, 1934. Reel 52

DETROIT NEWS.
[Interview] Utopian Dream Is Ever Hers, March 16, 1934. Reel 52
[Interview] Anarchist Then--And Now, May 19, 1939. Reel 53

DETROIT SENTINEL.
Miss Emma Goldman Replies to Questions Asked by Mr. F. B. Livezey, July 30, 1898. Reel 47

[DETROIT TIMES?].
[Interview] Emma Goldman, 70, Holds Fast to Anarchy, May 19, 1939. Reel 53

DEUTSCHER INFORMATIONSDIENST [Barcelona?].
Interview mit unserer Genossin Emma Goldman [Interview with our comrade Emma Goldman. In German], Oct. 18, 1938. Reel 53

EDMONTON BULLETIN.
[Summary of Lecture] Bolshevism Has Failed in Soviet Russia, March 4, 1927. Reel 51
[Interview] "Flaming" Youth Has Champion in Emma Goldman, Now in City, March 4, 1927. Reel 51
[Excerpt from Lecture] Abolition of Text Books and Discipline in Schools Urged, March 5, 1927. Reel 51

EDMONTON JOURNAL.
[Interview] Emma Goldman More Than Pleased with Reception in Canada, March 4, 1927. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Contented Woman Stumbling Block in Path of Progress Is Belief of Emma Goldman, March 14, 1927. Reel 51

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Found Conditions in
Russia Were Very Deplorable, March 15, 1927. Reel 51

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Is Speaker at Kiwanis Club, March 15, 1927. Reel 51

EKSTRAKLADDET [Copenhagen].

[Summary of Lecture] Anarkistinden [A woman anarchist. In Danish, April 11, 1932, fragment]. Reel 52

L'ERA NUOVA.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Condannata [Emma Goldman condemned. In Italian], April 29, 1916. Reel 67

ERESIA [New York].
[Why has the Russian revolution failed. In Italian] Perche' e' fallita la Rivoluzione Russa, Jan. 1929. Reel 52

ERKENNIS UND BEFREIUNG [Bonn].
[An appeal of anarchists and syndicalists from Russia. In German] Ein Anarchistischer und Syndikalistischer Hotschrei von Rußland, June 5, 1921. Reel 49


[An appeal of anarchists and syndicalists from Russia. In German] Ein Anarchistischer und Syndikalistischer Hotschrei von Rußland, April 10, 1921. Reel 49

[The Peter Kropotkin Memorial Committee. In German] Das Peter Kropotkin Memorial-Komitee, June 19-26, 1921. Reel 49

[To the revolutionary proletariat of the world! In German] An das Revolutionäre Proletariat der Welt! April, 1922. Reel 49

[To the proletariat of the world! In German] An das Weltproletariat! July 1922. Reel 49

[The first of May in Petrograd. In German] Der erste Mai in Petrograd, May 1, 1925. Reel 50


[Russia and the British Labour delegates' report. In German] Das bolschewistische Rußland im Lichte
der Wahrheit. Part 8, Oct. 1925. Reel 50


[Greetings to Emma Goldman! In German] Emma Goldman zum Gruß! [June 27, 1929].a Reel 52

L'ESPAGNE ANTI-FASCISTE [Paris].

L'ESPAGNE LIBRE [Paris].
[A few hours with the Durruti column. In French] Quelques heures avec la colonne Durruti, Oct. 24, 1936. Reel 53

EVENING NEWS [Detroit].
[Interview] An Interrupted Interview. . ., March 14, 1899. Reel 47

EVENING STANDARD [London].
[Excerpt from Lecture] "Red" Blessings a Myth, Jan. 30, 1925. Reel 50

EVENING SUN [Baltimore].

EVENING TELEGRAM [Toronto].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Sneers at All Religion, Oct. 12, 1927 [transcript]. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Stalin Was Real Judas in Spain, Speaker Says, April 28, 1939. Reel 53

EVERETT MORNING TRIBUNE.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Says Everett Ought to Be Annexed to Russia, Dec. 15, 1908. Reel 47

THE FIREBRAND [Portland, Oreg.].
[Friends of Alexander Berkman], July 21, 1895. Reel 47

The Condition of the Workers of America, Nov. 17, 1895. Reel 47

Eastern and European Propaganda, May 24, 1896. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Propaganda in the East,
June 7, 1896.

The Berkman Fund Again, Aug. 23, 1896.

Marriage, July 18, 1897.

FOLKETS DAGBLAD [Stockholm].
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman [In Swedish],
April 21, 1932 [fragment].

FORWARD [New York].
[Living My Life. In Yiddish] Di Lebens--Geshikhte fun

FRAGUA SOCIAL [Valencia].
[Interview] Las realizaciones económicas del
proletariado, la alianza U.G.T.-C.N.T. . .
[Economical realizations of the proletariat. . .
In Spanish], Sept. 21, 1937.


DER FRAUEN-BUND [Berlin].
[The first of May in Petrograd. In German] Der erste
Mai in Petrograd, May 1924.

FREE PRESS [London, Ontario].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Famous Anarchist Delivers
Lecture, Feb. 20, 1908.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchist Looks on Darker Side,
Feb. 21, 1908.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Russia in Hands of Ruthless
Dictator, Says Emma Goldman, Jan. 8, 1927.

[Summary of Lecture] Says West Tried to Crush China,
May 9, 1927.

FREE SOCIETY [Chicago].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Free Speech Strangled,
April 21, 1901.

[Recently Comrade Emma Goldman Lectured in Lynn. . .],
May 12, 1901.

Gaetano Bresci, June 2, 1901.

[Summary of Lecture] Report from Chicago, June 9, 1901.  Reel 67


FREE SOCIETY [San Francisco].


[Excerpt from Lecture] Free Speech Suppressed in Barre, VT, March 5, 1899.  Reel 47

To My Friends and Comrades in New York, May 7, 1899.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] From San Jose, July 23, 1899.  Reel 47

Emma Goldman in Oakland, Cal., July 23, 1899.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman in Stockton, Cal., July 30, 1899.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Farewell! Aug. 13, 1899.  Reel 47

The Propaganda and the Congress, April 8, 1900.  Reel 47

Observations and Suggestions, April 22, 1900.  Reel 47

Some More Observations, April 29, 1900.  Reel 47

A Letter from Emma Goldman, Aug. 12, 1900.  Reel 47

The Paris Congress, Oct. 21, 1900.  Reel 47

The Paris Congress, Oct. 28, 1900.  Reel 47

From the Paris Congress, Nov. 4, 1900.  Reel 47

FREEDOM [London].

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman in Dundee, March 2, 1900.  Reel 67

The Effect of War on the Workers, March-April, 1900.  Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman's Lecture, Nov. 1907.  Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman's Lecture, Nov. 1907.  Reel 67

The San Diego Outrages, July, 1912.  Reel 47

Bolsheviks Shooting Anarchists, Jan. 1922.  Reel 49

Persecution of Russian Anarchists: An Appeal to International Labour, Aug. 1922.  Reel 49

Patience and Postage Stamps, Jan. 1927.  Reel 51
Rudolf Rocker--His Sixtieth Birthday, April, 1933. Reel 52

DER FREIE ARBEITER [Berlin].
[Among barbarians. In German] Unter Barbaren, Nov. 5, 1907. Reel 67

[In the United States of America. In German] Vereinigte Staaten, April 10, 1909. Reel 47


[The Peter Kropotkin Memorial Committee. In German] Peter Kropotkin Memorial-Komitee, 1921. Reel 49

[Bolshevik reaction against the anarchists in Russia. In German] Die bolschewistische Reaktion gegen die Anarchisten und Anarcho-Syndikalisten in Rußland, 1921. Reel 49

[Against the impending crimes of the Russian and Polish governments. In German] Gegen das bevorstehende Verbrechen der russischen und polnischen Regierungen, 1922. Reel 49

[From Russian prisons. In German] Aus russischen Gefängnissen, Jan. 12, 1922. Reel 49

[For the persecuted Russian anarchists. In German] Fur die Gemarterten Anarchisten Rußlands, [1923?]. Reel 49

[To the proletariat of the world! In German] An das Weltproletariat! 1922. Reel 49

FREIE ARBEITER STIMME [New York].


[Summary of lecture] Emma Goldman. [In Yiddish], July 6, 1928. Reel 67


[Summary of lecture] Emma Goldman in Toronto. [In Yiddish], March 9, 1934. Reel 67

[Summary of lecture] Emma Goldman cabalat ponim in
March 16, 1934. Reel 67

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman in Chicago.
[In Yiddish], April 13, 1934. Reel 67

[Emma Goldman on Alexander Berkman's last hours.
In Yiddish] Emma Goldman vagen Sadsha Berkman's latzte Schtunden, July 24, 1936. Reel 53

[Emma Goldman writes to us about Spain. In Yiddish]
Emma Goldman schreibt undz vegen Shpania, Dec. 17, 1937. Reel 53

FREIHEIT [New York].
"Mother Earth," Feb. 3, 1906. Reel 47

[The tragedy at Buffalo. In German] Die Tragödie in Buffalo, Oct. 27, 1906. Reel 47


FREnte LIBERTARIO [Madrid?].

FRESNO MORNING REPUBLICAN.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Comes to Preach "Anarchism" to I.W.W.'s, May 14, 1911. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Talks at the I.W.W. Hall, May 15, 1911. Reel 47

FYENS STIFTSTIDENDE [Odense].
[Interview] Personlig Frihed--og hvad den er [Civil liberty--what it is. In Danish], April 12, 1932. Reel 52

FYNS SOCIAL DEMOKRAT [Odense].
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman om Amerika
[Emma Goldman on America. In Danish], April 13, 1932. Reel 52

FYNS TIDENDE [Odense].
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldmans Foredrag
[Emma Goldman's lecture. In Danish], April 13, 1932. Reel 52

GALE.
Back from Prison, Spirits Undaunted [Oct.? 1919]. Reel 48
Souchy visit the Madrid Juventudes Libertarias. In Spanish], Oct. 2, 1937. Reel 53

KNICKERBOCKER PRESS [Albany, N.Y.]. [Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Says We've Few Liberties Left, April 19, 1934. Reel 52

IL LIBERTARIO [Spezia, Italy]. [Interview] Nella repubblica del dollaro [In the republic of the dollar. In Italian], Jan. 1, 1920. Reel 49

[Interview] Note Americane: Intervista con Emma Goldman [From America: Interview with Emma Goldman. In Italian], Sept. 1921. Reel 49


[The tragedy of woman's emancipation. In Spanish] La tragedia de la emancipación femenina, March 1, 1937. Reel 53


THE LITTLE REVIEW [Chicago]. Letters from Prison, May 1916. Reel 48


[EXCERPT FROM LECTURE] Emma Goldman Held Forth Again, Feb. 21, 1908. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Claims Mussolini Regime Cheap Imitation of Lenin, Jan. 8, 1927. Reel 51

LOS ANGELES RECORD.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Enthusiastic Agitator of Birth Control, June 1, 1916. Reel 48

LOS ANGELES TIMES.

[Interview] Goldman in Red Russia, Jan. 20, 1920. Reel 49

[Interview] Emma Goldman on Verge of Collapse, Homesick, Aug. 8, 1921. Reel 49

[Interview] Emma Goldman Not Penitent, She Declares, Dec. 11, 1921. Reel 49


[Summary of Lecture] Emma Lives and Learns, Nov. 22, 1924. Reel 49

[Interview] The Wild-Eyed Emma, March 16, 1925. Reel 50

[Interview] Miss Goldman Errs Twice on Arrival Home, Feb. 3, 1934. Reel 52

LUCIFER THE LIGHTBEARER [Chicago].
Free Speech in Chicago, Dec. 11, 1902. Reel 47


Various Voices, Jan. 5, 1898. Reel 47

[Summary of Lecture] Various Voices, March 2, 1898. Reel 47


Voltairine de Cleyre, Dec. 8, 1904. Reel 47

Letters to the Editor in Prison, Sept. 27, 1906. Reel 47

Lecture Tour, Feb. 14, 1907. Reel 47

LUNDS DAGBLAD [Lund].
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman i härnad mot diktaturens maktspråk [Emma Goldman at war against the language of dictatorship. In Swedish], April 16, 1932. Reel 52

MAN! [Los Angeles].
Political Persecution in Republican Spain, Jan. 1938. Reel 53
MANCHESTER GUARDIAN.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman in London, Nov. 13, 1924. Reel 49

The Shooting at Miami, Feb. 25, 1933. Reel 52

The Widow of Erich Muhsam, June 30, 1936. Reel 53

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman on Spain [Dec.? 1936?]. Reel 53

Catalonia's Part in the War, April 28, 1937. Reel 53

MÁS LEJOS [Barcelona].
[Interview] Las encuestas de "Más Lejos." Habla Emma Goldman [The interviews of "Más Lejos." Emma Goldman speaks. In Spanish], July 2, 1936. Reel 53

THE MASSES [New York].

MICHIGAN DAILY [Ann Arbor].

[Excerpt from Lecture] Students Jeer Anarchy, Feb. 22, 1910. Reel 47

MILWAUKEE DAILY NEWS.
[Interview] Emma Goldman to Talk on the White Slave Traffic, Jan. 22, 1910. Reel 47

MILWAUKEE JOURNAL.
[Excerpt from Lecture. Has Faith, Not Religion], March 25, 1934. Reel 52


MILWAUKEE SENTINEL.

MINNEAPOLIS JOURNAL.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchy and Snuff at Goldman Meeting, April 7, 1907. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] How "Anarchy's Queen" Would Train Children, April 8, 1907. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Goldman Extols Drama, April 9, 1907.  
Peasants Turn against Communism When Food Is Seized by Bolsheviki. Part 3 of 10, March 12, 1922.  
Torture System of Dark Ages Used by Bolsheviki to Compel "Confessions." Part 4 of 10, March 13, 1922 [fragment].  
How Fares Child in Russia? Fallen into Evil Days; Ill Fed and Ill Treated. Part 5 of 10, March 14, 1922.  
Only One Happy Child's Laugh Heard in Whole of Russia by Emma Goldman. Part 6 of 10, March 15, 1922.  
Emma Goldman Writes of Interview She Had with Noted Slav Revolutionist. Part 8 of 10, March 17, 1922 [fragment].  
Rising Tide of Russian People's Energies Dammed by Bolshevik Autocracy. Part 9 of 10, March 18, 1922 [fragment].  
Emma Goldman Tells How Bolsheviki Whipped Trade Unions into Submission. Part 10 of 10, March 19, 1922.  

MINNEAPOLIS MORNING TRIBUNE.  

MINNEAPOLIS STAR.  
Emma Goldman and Russia, Dec. 8, 1924.  

MONTREAL GAZETTE.  
[Excerpt from Lecture] Russian Peasants Have Upper Hand, Says Emma Goldman [Nov.? 1926].  
[Interview. Famous Woman Anarchist Sees Fascist Menace Spreading to America], May 3, 1934.  
Reel 52

[Summary of Lecture] Dictator-Fascist Ideas Deplorable, Nov. 16, 1934.  
Reel 52

Reel 52

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

Reel 53

MONTREAL HERALD.
Reel 52

Reel 53

[Interview] Progress Catching Up with Red Emma [March? 1935].  
Reel 53

MONTREAL STAR.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Says There Is No Freedom in Bolshevik Russia, Oct. 20, 1926.  Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Compares Debs with Lincoln, Oct. 21, 1926.  Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Former Red Paints Black Picture of Life under Soviet, Nov. 1, 1926.  Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Regime of Hitler Doomed to Fall, May 15, 1934.  Reel 52

[Summary of Lecture] Shaw Is Condemned by Emma Goldman,
Nov. 13, 1934.  
Tchekhov, Gorki and Andreev Subject of Talk Tomorrow Night [Jan. 29? 1935, advertisement].  
Reel 52

MONTREAL TELEGRAM.  
Reel 51

MORNING POST [London].  
[Interview] Miss Goldman, Sept. 11, 1901.  
Reel 67

NEA SERVICE [New York].  
Emma’s Love Views, Nov. 12, 1926.  
Reel 51

THE NATION.  
The Tragedy of the Political Exiles, Oct. 10, 1934.  
Reel 52

Reel 53

NERVIO [Buenos Aires].  
[Rudolf Rocker: His sixtieth birthday. In Spanish]  
La tragedia del mundo libertario: Rudolf Rocker, June 1933.  
Reel 52

[NEW HAVEN REGISTER].  
Reel 52

NEW LEADER [London].  
Against Persecution [April? 1926].  
Reel 51

NEW YORK AMERICAN.  
Exiled Emma Goldman, the Woman without a Country, Assails Russia’s Communism, Jan. 11, 1925.  
Reel 50

[Interview] Emma Goldman Returns; Still an Anarchist, Feb. 2, 1934.  
Reel 52

[Interview] Miss Goldman Here on Visit [Feb. 3, 1934?].  
Reel 52

NEW YORK CALL.  
Japanese Radicals Condemned to Die, Nov. 12, 1910.  
Reel 47

Reel 48
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS.
Remember This Picture? Dec. 20, 1928.

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL.

NEW YORK EVENING POST.

NEW YORK EVENING WORLD.
Russian Red Rule Called Barbarous by Emma Goldman, Jan. 10, 1922.

NEW YORK GLOBE AND COMMERCE.
[Interview] Labor's Seeress Predicts a Commune If M'Namaras Die [Oct.? 1911?].

NEW YORK HERALD.

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE.
[Interview] Emma Goldman to Be Admitted to U.S. 90 Days [Jan. 10, 1934].
[Interview] Emma Goldman Hails Roosevelt for Aid to Poor, Jan. 11, 1934.
The Barcelona Uprising, June 22, 1937.

NEW YORK HERALD–NEW YORK TRIBUNE.
Bolshevist Tyrants Have Made Russia a Land of Slaves,
Says Emma Goldman, Dec. 21, 1924.

NEW YORK SUN.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Lists 5,000 as against Draft, May 30, 1917.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Wants to Stay, Feb. 8, 1934.

NEW YORK TIMES.
[Interview] A Talk with Emma Goldman, July 28, 1892.
Applaud Berkman, July 29, 1892.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Meeting of the Anarchists, Aug. 23, 1897.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Rented by Emma Goldman, Dec. 12, 1900.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchists' Big Rally, Sept. 12, 1904.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Woman Anarchist Calls Our Flag a Sham, April 4, 1906.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Berkman's Partner Abuses the Police, Sept. 14, 1908.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Mild Goldman Talk While Police
Listen, May 25, 1909.


[Interview] Emma Goldman to Fight, Sept. 29, 1919.


Goldman Wrote "Dear Fred Howe"; Had Friend Freed, Nov. 27, 1919.


[Interview] Emma Goldman Sees Tyranny in Russia, June 18, 1920.

Emma Goldman on Bolshevism, Oct. 9, 1920.

[Excerpt from Letter] Emma Goldman Complains,
April 17, 1921.
[Interview] Not Yet Repentant, Says Emma Goldman, Dec. 11, 1921. Reel 49

[Excerpt from Lecture] Howl Down Emma Goldman, April 26, 1924. Reel 49

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman in Her New Role, Nov. 13, 1924. Reel 49

[Excerpt from Lecture] Tells of Soviet Terror. . ., Nov. 22, 1924. Reel 49

[Interview] Emma Goldman Weary of Bolshevism, Dec. 7, 1924. Reel 49

[Excerpt from Lecture] Tyrants Rule Russia, Says Miss Goldman, Jan. 30, 1925. Reel 50

Emma Goldman Denounces Rule of Soviet, April 5, 1925. Reel 50

[Summary of Lecture] Hits Labor Report on Reds, April 17, 1925. Reel 50

[Interview] Emma Goldman in Canada, Oct. 21, 1926. Reel 51

[Interview] Rochester Visited by Emma Goldman, Feb. 2, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] Emma Goldman to Talk Freely, Feb. 3, 1934. Reel 52


[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Extols Anarchist, Feb. 12, 1934. Reel 52


[Interview] Says "Money" Plans War, Feb. 27, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] Emma Goldman Returns to City [April 1? 1934]. Reel 52


[Interview] Miss Goldman Denies Seeing Berkman Shot, July 4, 1936. Reel 53

[Interview] Emma Goldman Sees Dream Coming True, Nov. 23, 1936. Reel 53

[Interview] "Superior Revolution," Nov. 29, 1936. Reel 53

Naive Anarchists, July 4, 1937. Reel 53
NEW YORK TIMES SUNDAY MAGAZINE.

NEW YORK TRIBUNE.
[Testimony] Emma Goldman's Beliefs, Oct. 7, 1893. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Her Comrades Rebuke Emma Goldman, Aug. 23, 1897. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchists Made Furious, Dec. 12, 1900. Reel 47


[Interview] Pioneer Anarchists Leave Crop of 60,000 Reds in U.S., Dec. 22, 1919. Reel 48

[Interview] Emma Goldman Says Bolshevists Menace Civilization, Jan. 18, 1925. Reel 50

NEW YORK WORLD.
[Interview. Anarchy's Den], July 28, 1892 [fragment]. Reel 47

Who Will Thrash Mr. Most? July 29, 1892. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] They Talked a Great Deal, Aug. 2, 1892. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] The Demonstration of the Unemployed, Aug. 20, 1893. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Urging Men to Riot, Aug. 22, 1893. Reel 47

[Interview] Nellie Bly Again: She Interviews Emma Goldman and Other Anarchists, Sept. 17, 1893. Reel 47


[Testimony] Here Is Oakey Hall, Oct. 6, 1893. Reel 47


"My Year in Stripes," Aug. 18, 1894. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Hailed Emma Goldman, Aug. 20, 1894. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchy in Spain and in New York, Aug. 17, 1897. Reel 47
New York Anarchist Leaders Denounce the Murder of Austria's Empress, Sept. 18, 1898. Reel 47
[Interview] Emma Goldman in Jail Charged with Conspiracy, Sept. 11, 1901. Reel 47
[Interview] "Can't Keep Me Out," Cries Red Emma, Oct. 8, 1907. Reel 47
"What I Believe," by Emma Goldman, July 19, 1908. Reel 47
[Interview] Policemen Stop Emma Goldman; Clear the Hall, May 24, 1909. Reel 47
[Interview] Palmer Is Scorned by Emma Goldman, Nov. 18, 1919. Reel 48
[Interview] Emma Goldman Asserts She Will Fight Deportation, Dec. 1, 1919. Reel 48
[Interview] Women Don't Want Special Comforts, Jan. 19, 1920. Reel 49
[Interview] Crowds Welcome Ark's Passengers into Soviet Union, Jan. 20, 1920. Reel 49
Emma Goldman in Diary She Kept Aboard "Soviet Ark," Repeatedly Says She Still Loves America, March 7, 1920. Reel 49
Emma Goldman Sighs for a "Tongue of Fire," July 1, 1920. Reel 49
[Interview] Emma Goldman on Verge of Collapse, Aug. 8, 1921 [fragment]. Reel 49
Emma Goldman to Tell of Torture, March 22, 1922 [advertisement]. Reel 49
Emma Goldman Quits Russia Breaking Two Years' Silence, to Reveal Bolshevik Failure. Part 1 of 10, March 26, 1922. Reel 49
Russian Revolution a Failure, Says Miss Goldman, and Slain by the Bolsheviki Themselves. Part 2 of 10, March 27, 1922. Reel 49
Russia's Peasants, Their Food Seized by Bolsheviki, Turned against Rule of Communism. Part 3 of 10,
March 28, 1922.

Red Terror of the Cheka, Spy, Policeman, Judge, Executioner, Described by Miss Goldman. Part 4 of 10, March 29, 1922.


Miss Goldman Heard but One Happy Child's Laugh in Russia; Starved to Feed "Dead Souls." Part 6 of 10, March 31, 1922.

Her Body Dying under Torture, Spirit of Maria Spiridonova Still Flames for Her Russia. Part 7 of 10, April 1, 1922.

Emma Goldman's Articles Decrying Soviets Reviewed, April 2, 1922.

A Reminiscence of Kropotkin... Part 8 of 10, April 2, 1922.

Bolshevik Dammed Rising Tide of Russian People's Energies, Kropotkin Told Miss Goldman. Part 9 of 10, April 3, 1922.

Russian Trades Unions Whipped into Submission by Bolsheviks; Yet Miss Goldman Sees Hope. Part 10 of 10, April 4, 1922.


[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Talks, Nov. 1, 1926.

[Interview] Emma Goldman Turns to Drama and Literature, Jan. 2, 1927.

[Interview] Emma Goldman Quits Haven of Toronto, Goes to France [March 1? 1927].

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman and Cleric Plead for Blasphemer, April 10, 1927.

[Interview] Emma Goldman Longs, in Exile, to Come "Home," April 19, 1930.

NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM.

[Interview] Emma Goldman Arrives; "Literature" Her U.S. Topic, Feb. 2, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] "Was I Bad? I'm Worse Now," Says Emma Goldman, Here, Feb. 23, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] Emma Goldman Smiles at Wirt, April 21, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] "Free Mooney," Emma Goldman, April 26, 1934. Reel 52

NEW-YORKER STAATS-ZEITUNG.
[ Interview] Emma Wieder Frei [Emma free again. In German], May 5, 1916. Reel 48

NEWARK MORNING LEDGER.
[ Interview] When Dreams Become Nightmares [1921?]. Reel 49

NOSOSTROS [Valencia].
[The tragedy of woman's emancipation. In Spanish] La tragedia de la emancipación femenina, Oct. or Nov. 1937. Reel 53


OAKLAND INQUIRER.
[Excerpt from Lecture] An Anarchist Propagandist, July 15, 1899. Reel 47


ODENSE AVIS [Odense].
[Interview] Hun lider ikke Tvang Og Banditter [She doesn't take to gangsters. In Danish], April 13, 1932. Reel 52

OPEN FORUM? [Los Angeles].
A Lost Leader [Part 1], [April? 1930?]. Reel 52

A Lost Leader [Part 2], [April? 1930?]. Reel 52

THE OREGONIAN [Portland].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Roosevelt Is Not Friend of Labor, June 3, 1907. Reel 47


[Excerpt from Lecture] Too Large an Army Now,

OSLO AFTENAVIS. [Interview] Russik Revolujonaer Fordømmer Bolsjevikernesom Slavedrivere [Russian revolutionary condemns the Bolsheviks as slaves drivers. In Norwegian], April 16, 1932.


PENSIERO E VOLONTA [Rome]. [Why the Russian revolution has not realized its hopes. In Italian] Perchè la rivoluzione russa non ha realizzato le sue speranze, June 1925.


Emma Goldman and M'Kinley's Death, Oct. 8, 1909.                Reel 47
Miss Goldman's Views, Oct. 16, 1909.                           Reel 47

PITTSBURGH LEADER.
[Interview, The Red Queen Is Here [Sept.? 1895, fragment]. Reel 47
[Interview] Emma Goldman Here, Nov. 20, 1896.                  Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] A Woman Anarchist, Nov. 22, 1896. Reel 47
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Again, Nov. 23, 1896. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Commune Celebrated, March 13, 1898.      Reel 47

PITTSBURGH POST.
[Summary of Lecture] For Berkmann and Anarchism, Nov. 22, 1896. Reel 47
[Summary of Lecture] Another Talk on Anarchism, Nov. 23, 1896. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Goldman's Cry against Society, Nov. 27, 1896. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Again, Feb. 26, 1898. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Again Emma Goldman, Feb. 28, 1898. Reel 47
[Interview] New Deal Not Fascist, Says Miss Goldman, April 11, 1934.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Miss Goldman Wins Applause at Talk Here [April 11, 1934].

[Summary of Lecture] Police Are Idle as Emma Talks, April 12, 1934.

[Interview] Emma Goldman Here for Talk, "Red" as Ever, April 11, 1934.

["Den Personlige Friheds Vaern." The society for the defense of personal freedom. In Swedish, April 10? 1932, advertisement].

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Foredrag i Aftes [Emma Goldman's lecture last night. In Danish], April 15, 1932.


[Lozovski lets the cat out of the bag. In Spanish] Losovski levanta el telón, June 23, 1924.

[Fahen, (Banners) at the Volksbühne in Berlin. In Spanish] Fahen, (Banderas) en el Volksbühne de Berlin. (Novela dramatica en 19 cuadros), por Alfons Paquet, Sept. 8, 1924.

[Francisco Ferrer and the modern school. In Spanish]
Francisco Ferrer y la Escuela Moderna, Oct. 12, 1925. Reel 50


[The case of María Spiridonova. In Spanish] El caso María Spiridonova, Sept. 4, 1926. Reel 51

[Marriage and love. In Spanish] Matrimonio y Amor, Sept. 6, 1926. Reel 51

[The tragedy of woman's emancipation. In Spanish] La tragedia de la emancipación de la mujer, Sept. 27, 1926. Reel 51


[The traffic in women. In Spanish] La Prostitución. [Part 1], Nov. 1, 1926. Reel 51

[The traffic in women. In Spanish] La Prostitución. [Part 2], Nov. 8, 1926. Reel 51


[The psychology of political violence. In Spanish] Psicología de la violencia política. Part 1, May 28, 1928. Reel 51

[The psychology of political violence. In Spanish] Psicología de la violencia política. Part 2, June 15, 1928. Reel 51

[The bankruptcy of Christianity. In Spanish] La Bancarrota del Cristianismo, Jan. 30, 1930. Reel 52

[Interview] Palabras de la Goldman [Some words from Emma Goldman. In Spanish, Sept? 28, 1936]. Reel 53


[Emma Goldman is convinced that the Spanish revolution will resist. . . In Spanish] Emma Goldman está convencida que la revolución española resistirá. . .,
[The persecution in Republican Spain has come to its worst days. In Spanish] La persecución en la España republicana sigue como en sus peores días, March 1938.

PROVIDENCE DAILY JOURNAL.
[Excerpt from Lecture] More Anarchy, Sept. 6, 1897.

PROVIDENCE EVENING BULLETIN.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchy, Sept. 4, 1897.

[Interview] Told to Get Out, Sept 8, 1897.


[Summary of Lecture] In Hedley Hall, Jan. 24, 1898.

THE PUBLIC [Chicago].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman in Oregon, June 26, 1908.

Emma Goldman Leaves the Question of Violence Entirely Alone, July 24, 1908.

LA QUESTIONE SOCIALE [Paterson, N.J.].
To the Strikers of Paterson, July 5, 1902.

REGENERACION [Los Angeles].
Emma Goldman in Hearty Sympathy, April 22, 1911.

No Factional Issue, June 16, 1911.

Statement of Receipts and Expenses in Emma Goldman Social Pro Rangel-Cline, June 13, 1914.


LE RÉVEIL ANARCHISTE [Geneva].

REVOLT [London].
Tom Mooney's Resurrection [Part 1], Feb. 11, 1939.

Tom Mooney's Resurrection [Part 2], Feb. 25, 1939.

DIE REVOLUTION.
[The fate of Spiridonova. In German] Das Schicksal
Spiridonowas, Jan. 1922. Reel 49

REYNOLDS NEWS [London].

REYNOLDS [London].
[Interview] Stormy Petrel of Two Continents, April 5, 1936. Reel 53

IL RISVEGLIO [Geneva].

[Anarchy. In Italian] Anarchia, April 2, 1921. Reel 49


IL RISVEGLIO ANARCHICO [Geneva].

THE ROAD TO FREEDOM [New York].
Appeal, Aug., 1925. Reel 50

A Lesson from Russia. Part 1, Oct. 1925. Reel 50
A Lesson from Russia. Part 2, Nov. 1925. Reel 50
A Lesson from Russia. Part 3, Dec. 1925. Reel 50
A Lesson from Russia. Part 4, Jan. 1926. Reel 51
The Reckoning, July 1926. Reel 51
International News: Greetings from Emma Goldman, Dec. 1924. Reel 49
Samuel Gompers, March 1925. Reel 50
America by Comparison [Part 1], July 1926. Reel 51
America by Comparison [Part 2], July 15, 1926. Reel 51
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Speaks Again! Dec. 1926. Reel 51
Patience and Postage, Jan. 1927.                          Reel 51
Patience and Postage, March 1927.                          Reel 51
Patience and Postage, April 1927.                          Reel 51
Our Propaganda, June 1927.                                 Reel 51
Peter Kropotkin, Feb. 1928.                                Reel 51
Peter Kropotkin, Humanity's Friend, Feb. 1929.             Reel 52
An Unexpected Dash through Spain [Part 1], April, 1929.   Reel 52
An Unexpected Dash through Spain [Part 2], May 1929.      Reel 52
Sacco and Vanzetti, Aug. 1929.                             Reel 52
What Anarchism Stands For [Part 1], June 1930.             Reel 52
What Anarchism Stands For [Part 2], July 1930.             Reel 52
Emma Goldman Defends Her Attack on Henry George, Nov. 1931. Reel 52

ROCHESTER DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE.
[Interview] Emma Goldman, Tired, Sad, Tries to Avoid Controversial Topics. . ., Feb. 2, 1934. Reel 52
[Interview] Famous Agitator Greets Kin Here. . ., [March 18? 1934]. Reel 52
[Excerpt from Lecture] City Helped to Make Her an Anarchist, March 18, 1934. Reel 52
[Excerpt from Lecture] Dictators Scorned by Anarchist, April 16, 1934. Reel 52
[Excerpt from Lecture] Stalin Branded Betrayer by Emma Goldman, Sept. 21, 1939. Reel 53

ROCHESTER HERALD.
[Interview] Reporters Attacked by Anarchists, July 29, 1892. Reel 47
[Summary of Lecture] The Red Flag Was Waved, Dec. 6, 1897. Reel 47

ROCHESTER JOURNAL.
[Interview] Visits Kin as 15-year Exile Ends, Feb. 1, 1934. Reel 52
[Interview] "Red Emma" Goldman Finds Her Theories Now Vogue, Feb. 2, 1934. Reel 52
ROCHESTER SUNDAY AMERICAN.
[Excerpt from Lecture] "Your City Made Anarchist of Me," Emma Goldman Tells, March 18, 1934. Reel 52

ROCHESTER TIMES-UNION.
Young United States Beckons Emma Goldman Deported Seven Years Ago, Nov. 2, 1926. Reel 51
Emma Goldman, Married, Has Not Changed Views, Nov. 13, 1926. Reel 51
Feminism's Fight Not Vain, Emma Goldman's Conclusion, Nov. 16, 1926. Reel 51
Emma Goldman Champions Cause of Youth of Today, Nov. 17, 1926. Reel 51
Dictators Are Menaced by Thirst for Power, Declares Emma Goldman, Nov. 18, 1926. Reel 51
[Interview] Emma Goldman Thanks U.S. for Her Deportation, July 21, 1931. Reel 52
[Interview] Emma Goldman Declares City Too Provincial to Be Made Her Residence, March 17, 1934. Reel 52

ROCHESTER UNION AND ADVERTISER.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman: Rochester Anarchist Has Broken Out Once More, Aug. 21, 1897. Reel 47
[Interview] Emma Goldman: Rochester's Own and Only Anarchist. . . , Dec. 3, 1897. Reel 47

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS [Denver].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Animal Instincts of Man, April 15, 1898. Reel 47
[Excerpt from Lecture] Christian Idea Is False, April 16, 1898. Reel 47

RÒDÒ UNDÒ [Tokyo].
[Appeal for the anarchists and syndicalists in Russia. In Japanese], April 1922. Reel 49
[The Bolshevik dictatorship. In Japanese] Bolushebiki
no Bòsei, Sept. 1922-Feb. 1923.


[Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov Lenin. In Japanese] Iwan Iri'ichi Reenin Ron, June 1924.  Reel 49

[Lozovski lets the cat out of the bag. In Japanese] Rozofusukii Doro o haku, July 1924.  Reel 49


Alexander Berkman [In Japanese], 1927.  Reel 51

S.A.C.:S MEDDELANDEN [Stockholm].

S.I.A. BULLETIN [London].
Swiss Government Seizes Funds Destined for S.I.A., March-April, 1938.  Reel 53


ST. LOUIS GLOBE.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Says in Speech Here She Is Still Anarchist, April 6, 1934.  Reel 52

St. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Anarchy Her Theme, Oct. 17, 1897.  Reel 47

[Interview] Police Prevent the Anarchist Meeting at the Grant Statue, Oct. 20, 1897.  Reel 47


[Interview] Emma Goldman Rebukes Unions; Scores Church, Feb. 28, 1908.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Meek as a Lamb in Her Harangue, Feb. 29, 1908.  Reel 47

[Interview] Emma Goldman Says Anarchism Will Mean Absolute Equality and Freedom for Women with No Dual Code, Nov. 1, 1908.  Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Devil Called a Benefactor by Emma Goldman, Nov. 2, 1908.  Reel 47


[Interview] Drama Is Aid to Anarchy Emma Goldman Asserts . . ., Feb. 6, 1910.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Elite Peek at "Red" Emma, She Peeks at Them, Feb. 6, 1910.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Gracious! We're All Immoral, in Emma's Opinion, March 2, 1911.

ST. LOUIS STAR-TIMES.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Here, Still Has Bit of Old Fire, April 3, 1934.

ST. LOUIS TIMES.

SAN ANTONIO DAILY EXPRESS.
[Interview] Emma Goldman Says Dawning Era Will Crush President, March 15, 1909.

SAN FRANCISCO CALL.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman, Anarchist, April 27, 1898.

[Excerpt from Lecture] Strike Viewed through Emma Goldman's Glasses, May 6, 1907.


SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER.

What Emma Goldman Saw in Russia, Dec. 2, 1923.

Siberia and Starvation, April 7, 1935.
SAN FRANCISCO NEWS.
Ways of the World: Two Versions of a Scene. . ., Nov. 11, 1931. Reel 52

SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER.
[Interview] Noted Female Anarchist, May 28, 1899. Reel 67
[Excerpt from Lecture] She Defines Anarchy, May 29, 1899. Reel 67
[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman Lauds the Hobo, Aug. 12, 1913. Reel 48

SEITÓ [Tokyo].

SHI-SHE ZI-YOU-LU.

SOCIAL DEMOKRATEN [Stockholm].
[Interview] Mrs. Goldman gisslar U.S.A. och förbudet [Mrs. Goldman lashes out at the U.S. and the ban. In Swedish], April 20, 1932. Reel 52

SOCIAL DEMOKRATEN.
[Den Personlige Friheds Vaern. . . The society for the defense of personal freedom. . . In Danish, April 10? 1932, advertisement]. Reel 52

THE SOCIALIST [Melbourne].
Emma Goldman: The Woman and Her Teaching, January 15, 1909. Reel 67

SOLIDARIDAD OBRERA [Barcelona].
[Excerpt from Lecture] El Grandioso Mitin del Sábado en El Olympia [The grand rally of Saturday at the Olympia], Sept. 22, 1936. Reel 53


[Interview] El movimiento obrero Inglés, encabezado por las Trade Unions... [The English workers' movement, led by the trade unions... In Spanish], Sept. 22, 1937. Reel 53

[Interview] Emma Goldman, a su regreso de Madrid [Emma Goldman on her return from Madrid. In Spanish], Sept. 30, 1937. Reel 53


[Interview] Emma Goldman habla sobre las luchas de los obreros españoles [Emma Goldman speaks of the Spanish workers' struggle. In Spanish], Dec. 25, 1937. Reel 53

[Interview] Emma Goldman habla de la confusa y grave situación creada en Europa [Emma Goldman speaks of the confused and grave European situation. In Spanish], Sept. 16, 1938. Reel 53

SOLIDARITY [New York].
A Letter from Emma Goldman, March 15, 1898. Reel 47

A Short Account of My Late Tour, June 15, 1898. Reel 47

SOLIDARITY [Newcastle].
1840 to 1912, June 1, 1912. Reel 47

SOUTHBEND TIMES.

DIE SOZIALE REVOLUTION [Barcelona].
[The social situation of woman. In German] Die soziale Stellung der Frau, May 1937. Reel 53

DER SOZIALIST [Berlin]

[Against a one-sided class propaganda. In German]
Gegen einseitige Klassen-Propaganda, March 1, 1911. Reel 47

DER SOZIALIST [Bern].
[The masses. In German] Die Masse, Aug. 1, 1911. Reel 47

SPAIN AND THE WORLD [London].
[Interview] Emma Goldman's Impressions: The Spanish Woman Not Sufficiently Emancipated, Jan. 8, 1937. Reel 53


Emma Goldman Appeals, Feb. 5, 1937. Reel 53

A Long-Cherished Dream, March 5, 1937. Reel 53

The First of May in London, May 19, 1937. Reel 53

Emma Goldman Appeals to American Comrades to Support "Spain and the World," May 19, 1937. Reel 53

Attitude of the London Press, May 19, 1937. Reel 53

The Soviet Political Machine, June 4, 1937. Reel 53

Emma Goldman and the "Daily Worker," June 11, 1937. Reel 53

A Correction, June 11, 1937. Reel 53

Callousness or Indifference? July 2, 1937. Reel 53

Where I Stand, July 2, 1937. Reel 53


[Interview] Emma Goldman Speaks of the Spanish Workers Struggle, Nov. 24, 1937. Reel 53

Durruti, Nov. 24, 1937. Reel 53

A Visit to the Durruti-Ascaso Orphans Colony, Dec. 10, 1937. Reel 53

Political Persecution in Republican Spain, Dec. 10, 1937. Reel 53

The Staying Power of a Myth, Jan. 5, 1938. Reel 53


Emma Goldman and the Alliance Proposals, March 4, 1938. Reel 53

Emma Goldman Appeals for Support of S.I.A., March 18, 1938. Reel 53
The Black Spectre of War, May 1938. Reel 53
W. Starrett, July 15, 1938. Reel 53
Palestine and Socialist Policy, Aug. 26, 1938. Reel 53
A Correction, Dec. 3, 1938. Reel 53
Revolutionary Economy: The Community of Hospitalet, May 1, 1938. Reel 53

SPANISH REVOLUTION [New York].
Emma Goldman on the United Front in Spain, Jan. 8, 1937. Reel 53
[Excerpt from Lecture] English Socialists on the Role of Spanish Anarchists, Feb. 8, 1937. Reel 53
Emma Goldman Reports on Spain, Dec. 6, 1937 [fragment]. Reel 53
Political Persecutions in Spain Must Stop, Dec. 20, 1937. Reel 53
["Among the Features That Impressed Me Most. . ."], Dec. 12, 1937 [excerpt]. Reel 53
Emma Goldman on Spain [Part 1], March 21, 1938. Reel 53
Emma Goldman Reports on Spain [Part 2], May 1, 1938. Reel 53

THE SPECTATOR [Hamilton, Ontario].
[Interview] Emma Goldman Pays Visit to Hamilton, May 10, 1927. Reel 51

THE SPUR [London].
Our War Letter Box, Nov. 1914. Reel 48
Dear Friend, March 1917. Reel 48
Anarchism: What It Really Stands For [Part 2], Nov. 1917. Reel 48
Anarchism [What It Really Stands For. Part 3], Dec. 1917. Reel 48
Letter from an American Prison, June 1918. Reel 48
The Tragedy of Woman's Emancipation [Part 1], Dec. 1919. Reel 48
The Tragedy of Woman's Emancipation, Jan.-Feb. 1920 [fragment]. Reel 49
On Release from Prison, March 1920. Reel 49
What I Believe, May 1920. Reel 49

STAMFORD ADVOCATE [Stamford, Conn.].
Young America Beckons Emma Goldman, Declares Idealist, in Article Written by Herself, Nov. 1926. Reel 51
[Interview] Emma Goldman Former Queen of Agitation, Found to Be Tamed. . ., Nov. 12, 1926. Reel 51

STOCKHOLMS DAGHLAD.
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman gästspelar [Emma Goldman's visit. In Swedish], April 21, 1932. Reel 52

STOCKTON DAILY RECORD.
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman: The Woman Anarchist Talks to Stocktonians Two Evenings, July 24, 1899. Reel 47

STURMVOGEL [New York].

SUMMER SESSION CALIFORNIAN [Berkeley].

SUN [Williamsport, Pa.].
[Interview] Emma Goldman Loves the U.S. but Has No Hope for Return, 1929. Reel 52

SUNDAY CHRONICLE [London].
[Interview] Most Dangerous Woman--A Nice Old Lady, Nov. 24, 1935. Reel 53

SUNDAY NEWS [New York].
[Interview] Hitler? A Pest! Duce, Ditto! Says Emma Goldman! April 22, 1934. Reel 52
DER SYNDIKALIST [Berlin].
[Bolshevik reaction against anarchists in Russia. In German] Die bolschewistische Reaktion gegen die Anarchisten und Anarcho-Syndikalisten in Russland, 1921. Reel 49


[The Peter Kropotkin Memorial Committee. In German] Peter Kropotkin Memorial-Komitee, ca. April 1921. Reel 49


[The crushing of the Russian revolution. In German] Ursachen des Niederganges der russischen Revolution [Part 3], 1922. Reel 49

[The situation of children in Russia. In German] Die Lage des Kindes in Rußland [Part 1], 1922. Reel 49

[The situation of children in Russia. In German] Die Lage des Kindes in Rußland [Part 2], 1922. Reel 49

[Reminiscences of Kropotkin. In German] Erinnerungen an Kropotkin [Part 1], 1922. Reel 49

[Reminiscences of Kropotkin. In German] Erinnerungen an Kropotkin [Part 2], 1922. Reel 49

[The trade unions in Russia. In German] Die Gewerkschaften in Russland, 1922. Reel 49

[Urgent appeal for help from Russian prisons. In German] Ein Not- und Hilfeschrei aus Russischen Gefängnissen, 1922. Reel 49

[Appeal to the proletariat of the world. In German] Aufruf an das Weltproletariat, 1922. Reel 49

[Letter from Moscow. In German] Brief aus Moskau, 1922. Reel 49

[For the persecuted Russian anarchists. In German] Für die gemarterten Anarchisten Russlands, 1923. Reel 49


["Fahnen" at the Volskbühne in Berlin. In German] "Fahnen" in der Berliner Volksbühne, 1924. Reel 49
Lozovski lets the cat out of the bag. In German
Losowski lüftet den Vorhang, 1924.

Wladimir Iljitsch Uljanow Lenin, 1924.

[Russia and the British Labour delegates' report.
In German] Der Bericht der englischen Trades Union
Delegation (Nov.-Dez. 1924) über Sowjet-Rußland.
[Part 1], June 20, 1925.

[Russia and the British Labour delegates' report.
In German] Der Bericht über die Rußlandreise der
Trades-Union-Delegierten. Part 2, between June 20 &
Dec. 31, 1925.

[Russia and the British Labour delegates' report.
In German] Der Bericht über die Rußlandreise der
Trades-Union-Delegierten. Part 3, between June 20 &
Dec. 31, 1925.

[Some comrades from abroad on Bakunin. In German]
Einige ausländische Kameraden über Bakunin, 1926.

[On the persecutions in Soviet Russia. In German]
Ueber die Verfolgungen in Sowjet-Rußland, 1926.

[Sacco and Vanzetti. They are not dead: their legacy
lives. In German] Sacco und Vanzetti. Sie sind nicht
tot-ihr Vermächtnis lebt, March 9, 1929.

DER TAG [New York].
[My Disillusionment in Russia. In Yiddish] Meine
Tzvel Yar in Sovyet Russland, Nov. 4, 1923
[advertisement].

[My Disillusionment in Russia. In Yiddish] Meine
Tzvel Yar in Sovyet Russland, Nov. 5, 1923
[advertisement].

[My Disillusionment in Russia. In Yiddish] Meine
Tzvel Yar in Sovyet Russland, Nov. 6, 1923
[advertisement].

[My Disillusionment in Russia. In Yiddish] Meine Tzvei
Yar in Sovyet Russland: Die Iberlebungn fun der Barimter
Amerikaner Revoluzyonerke unter der Bulshevistisher
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[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman tzurick in New
York noch 14 Yawhr in Galut... [Emma Goldman returns
to New York after 14 years of exile... In Yiddish],
Feb. 3, 1934.

[Interview] Emma Goldman macht a sach? Fun ehr leben un iz
tzufuden mit ihm [Emma Goldman is satisfied with her life.
In Yiddish], Dec. 1, 1934. Reel 52

TELEGRAM AND GAZETTE [Worcester, Mass.].
[Interview] Emma Goldman Says She Will Fight to Finish, War with Chief Matthews and His Men, Sept. 6, 1909. Reel 47

[Excerpt from Lecture] Nineteen Cops Hear Lecture on Anarchy, Sept. 9, 1909. Reel 47


TIDEN TEGN [Oslo].
[Interview] Berømt anarkist på Norgebesøk [Famous anarchist on a visit in Norway. In Norwegian], April 18, 1932. Reel 52

TIERRA Y LIBERTAD [Barcelona].
[Excerpt from Lecture] Es la primera vez en la Historia. . . [It is the first time in history. . . In Spanish], Oct. 22, 1936. Reel 53

[The struggle and the heroic death of our comrades of Chicago. In Spanish] La lucha y muerte heroicas de nuestros camaradas de Chicago, Dec. 5, 1936. Reel 53


TIME

TIME AND TIDE [London].
Women of the Russian Revolution, May 8, 1925. Reel 50

The Tragedy of the Russian Intelligentsia, July 31, 1925. Reel 50

THE TIMES [London].

[Summary of Lecture] The Bolshevist Failure, Jan. 31, 1925. Reel 50

[Summary of Lecture] Trade Union Report on Russia, April 17, 1925. Reel 50

[Summary of Lecture] British Drama League Plea for Relaxation, Nov. 2, 1925. Reel 50
THE TORCH [London].
Alexander Berkmann, Sept. 1895. Reel 47

TORONTO DAILY STAR.
[Excerpt from Lecture] Papers Are Chided for Sensationalism, Nov. 2, 1926. Reel 51
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[Excerpt from Lecture] Economic Strength the Hope of Labor, Dec. 1926. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Present Day Schools Turn Out Automatons, Dec. 4, 1926. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Fascism an Imitation of Russ Dictatorship, Dec. 6, 1926. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Russian Drama Speaks for the Inarticulate, Dec. 15, 1926. Reel 51

[Interview] Not Bombs, But Flowers Fill the Apartment of Emma Goldman in Toronto, Dec. 15, 1926. Reel 51

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Is Surprised at Lack of Interest, Dec. 17, 1926. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Abolition of Serfdom Started by Ostrovsky, Dec. 22, 1926. Reel 51

[Interview] Emma's Tongue Holds Its Edge, Feb. 4, 1927. Reel 51


[Summary of Lecture] Psychology of Gorki Far from Impressive [March? 1927?]. Reel 51

[Interview] Miss Goldman Berates City for Cowardice, March 21, 1927. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Says Stain of Blood Lies on Missionary, April 4, 1927. Reel 51

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman on Hitlerism, Jan. 17, 1934. Reel 52

[Interview] Declares Toronto Fosters Communism by Repression, Jan. 24, 1934. Reel 52

[Excerpt from Lecture] Decrees, Codes Fail, Former Exile Says, May 29, 1934. Reel 52

[Summary of Lecture] Scores Religion for Crushing Sex, March 18, 1935. Reel 53

Anarchists Captured Teruel, Dec. 27, 1937. Reel 53

[Interview] Emma Goldman, Anarchist, Crazy about Cathedrals, April 22, 1939. Reel 53

TORONTO MAIL AND EMPIRE.
[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman Lauds Writings of Ibsen, Dec. 1, 1926. Reel 51

[Summary of Lecture] Miss Emma Goldman Speaks for Chinese [April 4, 1927]. Reel 51
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TORONTO STAR WEEKLY.
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[Interview] Toronto's Anarchist Guest, Dec. 31, 1926. Reel 51
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[Interview] Prohibition a Failure, Dec. 1, 1926. Reel 51

[Excerpt from Lecture] Terms Hitler and Aides an "Ill-Smelling Bouquet," Jan. 23, 1934. Reel 52
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[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman, Anarchist, Denounces Soviet Russia at English Dinner [Nov. 13, 1924?]. Reel 67

UMANITA' NOVA [Rome].

[How bolshevism killed the Russian revolution.
In Italian] Come il bolscevismo uccise la Rivoluzione Russa, June 17, 1922. Reel 49

[The Bolsheviks and the Russian revolution. In Italian] I Bolscevichi e la Rivoluzione Russa [Part 1], June 20, 1922. Reel 49
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[The Red terror in Russia. In Italian] Il terrore rosso in Russia. Part 1, July 6, 1922. Reel 49
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[The Bolshevik state and the education of children. In Italian] Lo Stato bolscevico e l'educazione dell'infanzia [Part 1], July 9, 1922. Reel 49


UMBRAL [Madrid].
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[Interview] Emma Goldman conversa con el compañero Gregorio Jover [Emma Goldman speaks with comrade Gregorio Jover. In Spanish], Nov. 5, 1938. Reel 53
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[Emma Goldman and her anarchism. In German] Emma Goldman und ihr Anarchismus, May 20, 1922. Reel 49

Emma Goldman Sees the Truth [1923?]. Reel 49
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Fru Emma Goldman i "Den Personlige Friheds Vaern" [Mrs. Emma Goldman on "The protection of personal freedom." In Danish], April 12, 1932 [advertisement]. Reel 52

[Summary of Lecture] Emma Goldman [In Danish], April 12, 1932. Reel 52

En maekelig Kvinde [An unusual woman. In Danish, April 13, 1932? advertisement]. Reel 52
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En Anarkists Erindringer [Memories of an anarchist.]
[Summary of Lecture] Hvor Friheden er draebt og Korruptionen hersker [Where freedom is killed and corruption rules. In Danish, April 14, 1932].
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[Interview] Finds Her Joy in Struggling [1933?].

[Interview] "Red Emma" Foresees a Dictatorship, Jan. 4, 1933.°


[Excerpt from Lecture] Emma Goldman on Revolutions, Feb. 25, 1933.

[Interview] I Wonder What's Become Of--, May 7, 1933.

[Excerpt from Lecture] All Government Bad Says Emma Goldman [1934].

[Interview] Emma Goldman Anarchist Still [1934].

[Interview] Emma Goldman Here for Talk [1934, fragment].

[Interview] Emma Goldman Now in Toronto, Jan. 9, 1934.


[Interview] The Human Touch [Feb. 1934?].

[Interview] Emma Goldman Still Sees Red [Feb. 1934].
[Interview] Emma Goldman Returns to United States With Her Anarchistic Views [Feb. 1? 1934]. Reel 52
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Trotsky Protests Too Much, July 1938.
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WASHINGTON HERALD.
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